**PHASE I:**
- Utility On-Site Connections
- Utility Underground Work
- Site Grading
- Temporary Site Improvements

**PHASE II:**
- Greenhouse
- Shade House
- Composting Toilet
- Watershed Classroom
- Toolshed + Breakroom
- Soil & Compost Shed
- Back Drive/Entry
- Lay Down Yard
- Row Crops
- Orchard
- Outdoor Classrooms
- Upper Portion of History Walk

**PHASE III:**
- Main Barn: Farm Stand
- Main Barn: Wash & Pack
- Main Barn: Multipurpose Room
- Front Drive/Entry
- Middle Portion of History Walk
- West Portion of the Heart of the Farm

**PHASE IV:**
- Commercial Kitchen + Cafe
- Herb Shed
- Urban Tilth Offices
- Amphitheater
- Children’s Garden
- East Portion of the Heart of the Farm

**PHASE V:**
- Main Pedestrian Entry
- Lower Portion of History Walk
- Ohlone Reflection Garden
- Native Plantings
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